Seamless and reliable communication is critical in an industry like healthcare, where a matter of seconds can make all the difference. Whether healthcare staff are aiding a patient or communicating with security personnel during a dangerous situation, R7 enables them to stay connected when it counts.

MOTOTRBO R7 is a digital portable two-way radio offering game-changing audio capabilities in a rugged, future-ready device. Its advanced audio processing ensures that your communications are heard loud and clear, while its rugged construction enables a tool that withstands impact and advanced connectivity options get your workforce ready for tomorrow.

SHARP, CLEAR AUDIO FOR YOUR HOSPITAL
Providing next-level noise cancellation, loudness, and clarity, MOTOTRBO R7 excels where audio communications can be challenging, so your team can hear and be heard anywhere you operate — even in the noisiest environments.

BUILT TO OUTPERFORM AND CONNECT WHEN IT COUNTS
Powered by MOTOTRBO systems, R7 is ready to connect your staff with customized voice coverage wherever the job takes you. Built rugged to meet military standards, but with a sleek body style and modern ergonomic form, the MOTOTRBO R7 is ready to outperform all your expectations.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS TECHNOLOGY ECOSYSTEM
Motorola Solutions has developed the first and only technology ecosystem that unifies voice, video, data and analytics in a single platform, enabling all teams to work together in more powerful ways. We call it Safety Reimagined. MOTOTRBO R7 is built into this ecosystem so you can keep your team connected and streamline critical communications, while collaborating with video security systems, sensors and more.
MOTOTRBO R7 IN ACTION DURING THE HEALTHCARE WORKDAY

Code Blue: Medical emergency. Code White: Violence. Code Pink: Pediatric or infant emergency. In which of these healthcare moments can voice communication be compromised? The answer is none. In emergency rooms and other healthcare settings, instant alerts and a radio you can depend on are vital.

BE HEARD ABOVE ALL ELSE
Healthcare facilities and emergency rooms can get very loud, very quick. MOTOTRBO R7 lets your team hear and be heard the first time. R7 brings game-changing noise cancellation and volume capabilities to your team which ensures that they will be heard during incidents and emergencies where security presence is needed. Your team can count on a seamless voice experience in bustling emergency rooms and crowded areas.

CONNECTED WHEN IT COUNTS
As the premier radio for MOTOTRBO systems, R7 is ready to empower your team with custom voice coverage to keep them connected when it counts, anywhere within the facility. During incidents where healthcare workers need instant support from security personnel, they can count on MOTOTRBO systems that combine superior signal strength with the flexibility to ensure that the protection of staff and patients is only a button’s push away.

COMMUNICATION WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
No matter how large the facility, MOTOTRBO systems have the capacity for as many devices as needed. Motorola Solutions offers the largest portfolio of broadband Push-To-Talk and Land Mobile Radio interoperability so you don’t have to worry about losing or limiting connection. Because sometimes the moments that matter most, happen when teams are off site.

MINIMIZE DOWNTIME
Your radios serve you best when they’re easy to use, operate, and ready when you need them. MOTOTRBO R7’s is equipped with features that ensure that your radio has the longest battery life possible, calibrates independently, and guards against unauthorized access and interception. Healthcare settings are the last place that security personnel should have to deal with long periods of downtime. Constant, reliable, and seamless communication is key to intercepting incidents before they become emergencies.

RECEIVE INSTANT ALERTS
Is there a door propped open, an unwanted individual approaching the maternity ward, or a suspicious vehicle in the parking lot? Different situations require different levels of awareness and attention from security officers and staff. Ensure the right people on your team are always in the know with integrated awareness tools, like Orchestrate, capable of sending automatic alerts to predefined user groups so the right people can quickly respond to and resolve the situation.

To learn more about MOTOTRBO R7, visit motorolasolutions.com/R7

*Please refer to the MOTOTRBO R7 user manual for a list of approved disinfectants and decontamination substances.